
Infection control
Introduction

 Infection is the invasion of organisms body tissue by disease-causing agent ,their multiplication,
and the reaction of host tissue to these organism and the toxins they produce.which are also
known as transmissible disease or communicable disease.

  Definitions

 Infection- it is the invasion of an organisms body tissues by disease causing agents,their
multiplication, and the reaction of host tissues to these organisms and the toxins they produce.

 

Classification of infection

A) acute infection

An infection characterized by sudden onset,rapid progression,and often with severe symptoms

 

B)chronic infection

An infection characterized by delayed onset and slow  progression

C)primary infection

An infection that develops in an otherwise healthy individual

D)secondary infection

An infection tht develops in an individual who is already infected with a different pathogens

E)localised infection

An infection tht is restricted to a specific location or region within the body of the host.



F) systemic infection
An infection that has spread to several
region or area in the body of the host
 
G)clinical infection
An infection with obvious observable or
detectable symptoms
 
H)subclinical infection
An infection with few or no obvious
symptoms
 
 



I) opportunistucs infection:
an infection caused by microorganisms that  are
commonly found in the host environments this
term is often used to refer to infection caused by
organisms  in the normal flora
 
J) cross infection
When in a patient already suffering from a
diseaseA new infection is set upFrom another
host or another external sources it is termed   as
cross infection

 



K)focal infection
 information in a localised area which can extend into the deeper part
of the body example meningitis
L)nosocomial infection
Cross infection occurring in hospital are termed as nosocomial
infection also known as hospital acquired infection the sources of
nosocomial infection can be a doctor nurse ward boy equipment
used in the hospital and so on
 
M)latrogenic infection
It is referred to physician included infection resulting from investigate
or investigatedit is referred to physician included infection resulting
from  investigative therapeutic or other procedure
 
N)terminal infection
An acute infection occurring near the end of a disease and obtain
causing death







Sources of infection
Infection may be acquired from numerous sources by numerous
mechanism however they may be acquired and endogenously I.e
infection caused by body on normal Flora or exogenously  that is
infection caused by organism from outside of the body
 



A)endogenous sources-
Endogenous infection is one which is caused by an
opportunistic pathogen from an individual on normal flora.
It is caused mainly for the person whose immunity is low or
those are in weekend state
Example-E.coli a normal Flora of intestinal tract may cause

urinary tract infection
B)exogenous source-
An exogenous infection is one which is caused by
organism from outside of the body
Example- human ,animal,soil etc



1)humans-
The most common sources of infection is human Themselves Human transmit
infection either as carrier or cases
Cases
Patient with infection like AIDS, mumps, polio,Tuberculosis,Influenza These infection
may be acquired exclusively from patients suffering from these disease
Carriers-
Carrier is a person who carries a communicable disease and severe as an
intraspecific receiver over all Carriers are the most important sources of human
disease
2) animal reservior\zoonosis
Zoonosis is a communicable disease which is transmitted from animal to a human
here the animal is the sources of infection act as a reservoir



3)insects
Blood sucking insects may transmit pathogen to human
insects such as example mosquito mites fliesAnd lies can
transmit infection
4)soil
It is an infection that are caused by soil .It is an important
sources of parasitic infection like round worm and hookworm
infection
5)food
If contaminated with microorganism food severe as one of the
sources of infection example- food poisoning ,diarrhoea
dysentery
6)water
Infectious disease like polio Cholera bacillary dysentery
hepatitis A and E thyroid are caused due to contaminated
water and are termed as water borne infection



7)hospital
Healthcare settings such as hospital act as a source
of infection during their stay through Diagnostic or
therapeutic procedure which are termed  as
nosocomial infection



PORTAL OF ENTERY & EXIT OF MICROORGANISMS,
TRANSMISStON
Chain of Infection:
The chain of infection is a model which describes the way
how infections spread through a population
Chain of infection is a process in which a favourable
condition is required for microorganism to spread or
transfer from reservoir to a susceptible host.
 
 



Elements:
It has 6 elements. In order to spread the infection all these elerments shou De
linked together, so It is considered to be a chain of infection.
 
Infectious agent
Susceptible host
Reservoir
Portal of Entry
Portal of Exit
Mode of transmisson
 
1. Agent:
This infectious, or etiologic, agent is any microorganism that 1s capable
of producing an infection.
A microbial organism with the ability to cause disease. The greater the
organism's virulence (ability to grow and multiply), invasiveness (ability
to enter tissue) and pathogenicity (ability to cause disease), the greater
the possibility that the organism will cause an infection.
Infectious agents are bactería, virus, fungi, and parasites.
Resident Flora-Bacteria present inside us. Helps in digestion of food.
(Unharmful)
Transient Flora-Bacteria which we get from environment like Air, Drinking
Water, food, Harmful Dust, clothes etc., when meet, gets activated in the
favourable environment.
 


